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Abstract This paper presents an approach to the evaluation of multimodal dialogue
systems, applying usability metrics defined in ISO standards. Users’ perceptions of
effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction were correlated with various performance
metrics derived from system logfiles and reference annotations. Usability experts
rated questions from a preliminary 110-items questionnaire, and an assessment of
their agreement on usability concepts has led to a selection of eight main factors:
task completion and quality, robustness, learnability, flexibility, likeability, ease of
use and usefulness (value) of an application. Based on these factors, an internally
consistent and reliable questionnaire with 32 items (Cronbach’s alpha of 0.87) was
produced. This questionnaire was used to evaluate the Virtual Negotiation Coaching
system for metacognitive skills training in a multi-issue bargaining setting. The observed correlations between usability perception and derived performance metrics
suggest that the overall system usability is determined by the quality of agreements
reached, by the robustness and flexibility of the interaction, and by the quality of
system responses.

1 Introduction
Modern digital services and devices get more and more interconnected and integrated in everyday human activities. They often come each with their own interfaces,
which users need to learn. Multimodal natural-language based dialogue is becoming a feasible and attractive human-machine interface which can be used to provide
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a universal, accountable and personalized form of access to a variety of products
and contents. Such interfaces offer a mode of interaction that has certain similarities
with natural human communication, in using a range of input and output modalities
that people normally employ in communication, achieving a certain level of ‘digital
immersion’ which boosts user acceptance and enriches user experience. As a part
of the interactive application design, evaluations are performed in order to assess
the success of the developed solutions. Evaluation results serve to inform designers
about the functional and non-functional aspects of the system performance.
Commonly, dialogue systems are evaluation by asking users to fill in a questionnaire after interacting with the system. It is still largely an open question which parameters should be taken into account when designing a satisfaction questionnaire,
and which of these may correlate well with user satisfaction. Qualitative and quantitative measures are often automatically computed from test interactions with real
or simulated users. Most existing evaluation metrics are designed for task-oriented
information-seeking spoken dialogue systems and do not apply well to complex
multimodal interactions. In this paper we propose to assess multimodal dialogue
system performance by relating various performance metrics and subjective perception of usability factors as defined by the ISO 9241-11 and ISO/IEC 9126-4
standards. This enables usability quantification in a meaningful and systematic way.
This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses existing approaches to the
evaluation of interactive conversational systems. Section 3 presents the ISO 924111 usability definition and metrics for effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction. We
adapt these metrics to the multimodal dialogue system evaluation task by specifying factors that impact usability perception by its users. In Section 4 we describe
experiments and report results evaluating the Virtual Negotiation Coach application.
Section 5 summarises our findings and outlines future research.

2 Related work
Several dialogue system evaluation approaches have been proposed in the past.
PARADISE, one of the most widely-used evaluation models [1], aims at predicting user global satisfaction given a set of parameters related to task success and
dialogue costs. Satisfaction is calculated as the arithmetic mean of nine user judgments on different quality aspects rated on 5-point Likert scales. Subsequently, the
relation between task success and dialogue cost parameters and the mean human
judgment is estimated by means of a multivariate linear regression analysis.
Another approach is to evaluate a dialogue system on the basis of test interactions substituting human users by computer agents that emulate user behaviour, see
e.g. [2]. The various types of users and system factors can be systematically manipulated, e.g. using interactive, dialogue task and error recovery strategies.
As for system performance metrics, several sets have been recommended for
spoken dialogue system evaluation ranging from 7 parameters defined in [16] to 52
in [17] related to the entire dialogue (duration, response delay, number of turns),
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to meta-communication strategies (number of help requests, correction turns), to
the systems cooperativity (contextual appropriateness of system utterances), to the
task which can be carried out with the help of the system (task success, solution
quality), as well as to the speech input performance of the system (word error rate,
understanding error rate).
When evaluating an interactive application, users’ judgments provide valuable
insights into how well the application meets their expectations and needs. One of
the methods to measure users’ attitudes is to observe their behaviour and establish
links between their emotions and actions [20]. Current technical possibilities in the
tracking and analysis of large amounts of logged user-generated multimodal data
enable such observations [19]. For instance, gaze re-direction, body movements, facial muscle contraction, skin conductivity and heart rate variance may serve as a
source of information for analysing a user’s affective state and deliver complementary valuable evaluation data.
The most common practice is to solicit users’ judgments on different system
quality aspects with the help of a questionnaire. The absence of standard questionnaires for dialogue system evaluation makes it difficult to compare the results from
different studies, and the various existing questionnaires exhibit great differences:
• The PARADISE questionnaire has nine user satisfaction related questions [12].
• The Subjective Assessment of Speech System Interfaces (SASSI) questionnaire
contains 44 statements rated by respondents on 7-point Likert scales [13].
• The Godspeed questionnaire comprises 24 bipolar adjective pairs (e.g. fakenatural, inert-interactive, etc.) related to (1) anthropomorphism, (2) animacy, (3)
likeability, (4) perceived intelligence and (5) perceived safety to evaluate humanrobot interactions on 5-point Likert scales [18].
• The REVU (Report on the Enjoyment, Value, and Usability) questionnaire was
developed to evaluate interactive tutoring applications and comprises 53 statements rated on 5-point Likert scales divided into three parts: OVERALL, NL
(Natural Language), and IT (Intelligent Tutor) [3].
• The Questionnaire for User Interface Satisfaction (QUIS 7.0, [8]) measures satisfaction related (1) overall user reaction, (2) screen, (3) terminology and system
information, (4) learnability, (5) system capabilities, (6) technical manuals and
on-line help, (7) on-line tutorials, (8) multimedia, (9) teleconferencing, and (10)
software installation. A short 6-dimensional form contains 41 statements rated on
9-point Likert scales, a long one has 122 ratings used for diagnostic situations.
The QUIS questionnaire is widely used and is considered as de-facto standard for
user satisfaction assessment when performing usability studies. The QUIS forms
can be customized by selecting evaluation aspects relevant for a specific application
and use case, as we will show in the next sections when evaluating a multimodal
dialogue system.
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3 Usability definition
It is common practice to evaluate an interactive system and its interface using a
number of observable and quantifiable metrics for effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction - see the ISO 9241-11 and ISO/IEC 9126-4 standards.
Task completion and the accuracy with which users achieve their goals are associated with the system’s effectiveness. Task completion is calculated as the proportion
of successfully completed tasks given the total number of tasks. To measure success of information retrieval tasks in information seeking dialogues, Attribute Value
Matrix (AVM) metrics are used as proposed in PARADISE. In tutoring interactive
applications, the task completion rate will depend on the system’s ability to provide
meaningful feedback [3]. In the next section we will define effectiveness metrics for
our negotiation training use case.
Efficiency is associated with the effort that users spend to perform specified tasks
and is often correlated with temporal and duration properties of the interaction, e.g.
number of turns, pace, reaction times, etc. Measures of efficiency associated with
user’s cognitive costs relate to [21]:
• robustness, referring to the level of support provided to the user in determining
achievement and assessment of goals; is related to observability, recoverability,
responsiveness and task conformance;
• learnability, referring to the ease with which new users can begin effective interaction and then to attain a maximal level of performance; is related to predictability, familiarity and consistency; and
• flexibility, referring to the multiplicity of ways in which the user and the system
can communicate; is related to initiative, task substitutivity and customisability.
Satisfaction is concerned with user attitudes associated with the product use, and is
often assessed with the help of questionnaires. Satisfaction is measured at the task
and test levels. Popular post-task questionnaires are After-Scenario Questionnaire
(ASQ, [4]), NASA Task Load Index (TLX, [15]) and Single Ease Question (SEQ,
[14]). Satisfaction at the test level serves to measure users’ impression of the overall
ease of use of the system being tested.
In order to develop a reliable questionnaire for assessing user perception of a multimodal dialogue system usability we conducted an online study. QUIS 7.0 served as
the basis for respondents to make their selection of aspects they think are important
for them when evaluating a multimodal dialogue system. QUIS provides a useful
decomposition of the usability concept into several dimensions (factors), enabling
a clear mapping of system performance to distinctive usability perception aspects,
with the advantage of being able to assess the impact of different items on usability
perception instead of simply summing up or averaging to compute an overall satisfaction score (as e.g. in PARADISE or with the System Usability Scale, SUS [5]).
Adapting the QUIS questionnaire for the purposes of multimodal dialogue system
evaluation, we considered factors assessed by the SAASI and Godspeed questionnaires. Previous studies showed that evaluative adjectives, bipolar adjective pairs
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and specific evaluative statements appeared to be more accurate than global satisfaction questions and were the most preferred forms for respondents [8, 22]. In our
study, 36 evaluative adjectives, 40 bipolar adjective pairs, and 34 evaluative statements were ranked on 5-point Likert scales by 73 respondents, from which 69.6%
considered themselves as dialogue researchers or related, and all respondents used
dialogue systems at least once in their life. The study showed that important aspects
related to user satisfaction are concerned with task completion, task quality, robustness, learnability, flexibility, likeability, ease of use and usefulness/value of the application. We adopted the QUIS 7.0 structure and populated it with 32 selected items
rated the highest (> 4.0 points with standard deviation < 1.0) in the online study.
The resulting questionnaire1 has six dimensions measuring (1) overall reaction, (2)
perceived effectiveness, (3)system capabilities, (4) learnability, (5) visuals/displays
and animacy, (6) real-time feedback. The questionnaire allows to evaluate a system’s
functionality related to multimodality (items in dimension 3 and 5) and tutoring capabilities (dimension 6). The questionnaire is used to perform user-based evaluation
as reported in Section 4.3 and is evaluated on internal consistency reliability.

4 Experimental set-up
The use case considered in this study is concerned with the evaluation of a multimodal Intelligent Tutoring System designed to train metacognitive skills in a multiissue bargaining setting - the Virtual Negotiation Coach (VNC). The system’s goal
is to make negotiators aware of and reason about their negotiation behaviour and
negotiation strategies and those of their opponent.

4.1 Context and scenario
The specific setting considered in this study involved a multi-issue bargaining scenario about anti-smoking legislation passed in the City of Athens. The negotiated regulations were concerned with four main issues: (1) smoke-free public areas (‘smoking ban scope’); (2) tobacco tax increase (‘taxation’); (3) effective antismoking campaign programs (‘campaign’); and (4) enforcement policy and police
involvement (‘enforcement’), see Figure 1. Each of these issues involves four to five
most important negotiation values with preferences representing negotiation positions, i.e. preference profiles. The strength of preferences was communicated to the
negotiators through colours. Darker orange colours indicated increasingly negative
options; darker blue colours increasingly positive options.
In our evaluation experiment, 28 participants aged 25-45, professional politicians
or governmental workers, were interacting with the VNC (see Section 4.2) for an
1

The usability questionnaire for a multimodal dialogue system evaluation is provided in the Appendix.
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hour. Nine negotiation scenarios were used, based on different preference profiles.
Users (‘trainees’) were assigned a City Councilor role and a random scenario. All
sessions were recorded and the system performance was logged.
The trainees’ task was to negotiate with a Small Business Representative (system) an agreement which assigns exactly one value to each issue, exchanging and
eliciting offers concerning hISSUE;VALUEi options. The task is considered as completed when for all four issues an agreement is reached. Negotiators were allowed
to withdraw and/or re-negotiate previously made agreements within one session.
The negotiation task quality is measured by the quality of the agreements reached.
In integrative bargaining this can be determined by the number of Pareto optimal
outcomes2 .

SCOPE

o
o
o
o

All outdoor smoking allowed
No smoking in public transportation
No smoking in public transportation and parks
No smoking in public transportation, parks and open air events

o
o
o
o

Flyer and billboard campaign in shopping district
Anti-smoking posters at all tobacco sales points
Anti-smoking television advertisements
Anti-smoking advertisements across all traditional mass media

TAXATION

o
o
o
o
o

No change in tobacco taxes
5% increase in tobacco taxes
10% increase in tobacco taxes
15% increase in tobacco taxes
25% increase in tobacco taxes

o
o
o
o
o

Police fines for minors in possession of tobacco products
Ban on tobacco vending machines
Police fines for selling tobacco products to minors
Identification required for all tobacco purchases
Government issued tobacco card for tobacco purchases

ENFORCEMENT

CAMPAIGN

Fig. 1 Preference card: example of values in four negotiated issues presented in colours. Partners’
offers visualized with red arrow (system) and green one (user).

The negotiation success is influenced by the negotiators’ strategies. For integrative negotiations, where the negotiators strive for a balance between cooperation
and competition, two main negotiation strategies are observed: cooperative and noncooperative. Cooperative negotiators share information about their preferences and
attempt to find mutually beneficial agreements. They are not engaged in positional
bargaining3 tactics, instead, they try to find issues where a trade-off is possible.
Non-cooperative negotiators prefer to withhold their (true) preferences and focus on
positional bargaining, rarely asking for or ignoring an opponent’s preferences. They
threaten to end the negotiation or make very small concessions. In our experiments,
we calculated the cooperativeness level as the number of cooperative actions given
the total number of task-related negotiation actions performed. A third task success
metric is related to the the number of negative deals, i.e. dispreferred agreements on
bright ‘orange’ options as shown in Figure 1.

2

Pareto optimality reflects a state of affairs when there is no alternative state that would make any
partner better off without making anyone worse off.
3 Positional bargaining involves holding on to a fixed preferences set regardless of the interests of
others.
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4.2 Virtual Negotiation Coach
We designed the Virtual Negotiation Coach (VNC), a multimodal interactive system
with the functionality described in the scenario section. The VNC gets a speech signal, recognizes and interprets it, and generates multimodal actions as response, i.e.
speech and gestures of a virtual negotiator and positive and negative visual feedback
of a virtual tutor. Figure 2 shows the VNC architecture and processing workflows.
Speech signals are recorded by multiple devices: wearable microphones or headsets, and an all-around microphone placed between participants. The speech signals
serve as input for Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR). The Kaldi-based ASR
component incorporates acoustic and language models developed using 759 hours
of data from various available data sources4 . The collected ‘smoking ban’ in-domain
data [9] is used for language model adaptation. The ASR performance is measured
at 34.4% Word Error Rate (WER) [6].
OUTPUT
LAYER

Visual feedback

OUTPUT
PROCESSING
LAYER
CORE LAYER

INTERPRETATION
LAYER

Gesture avatar

Fission

Dialogue Manager

Fusion

Dialogue Acts classification

Negotiation Moves & Modality classification

RECOGNITION
LAYER

INPUT
DEVICES

Speech avatar (TTS)

Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR)

Voice quality & Prosody Analysis

wav
Mics (Tascam, headsets)

Fig. 2 Architecture of the Virtual Negotiation Coach system.

The ASR output is used for lexical, syntactic, and semantic analysis to perform negotiation moves, modality and dialogue act (DA) classification. Negotiation
moves specify events and their arguments of NegotiationMove(ISSUE;VALUE)
type [23]. Sequence learning Conditional Random Field (CRF) models were trained
4

Examples of resources are: the Wall Street Journal WSJ0 corpus, HUB4 News Broadcast data
and the VoxForge corpus.
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to predict three types of classes: negotiation move, issue, preference value. A 10-fold
cross-validation yielded an F-score of 0.7 on average. Modality classifiers (Support
Vector Machine, SVM) show accuracies in the range between 73.3 and 82.6% [26].
For the DA recognition, SVM-based classifiers were applied with F-scores ranging
between 0.83 and 0.86 [7]. Information related to the dialogue history has been used
to ensure context-dependent interpretation of dialogue acts. Additionally, the trainee
has a choice to select options using a graphical interface as depicted in Figure 2. As
task progress support, partner offers and possible agreements are visualized with red
(system) and green (user) arrows.
The Dialogue Manager (DM) is designed as a set of processes (‘threads’) that receive data, update the information state and generate output [24, 25]. Integrated into
the DM is the Negotiation Task Agent (NTA), which interprets and produces negotiation actions based on the estimation of the partner’s preferences and goals and
adjusts its strategy according to the perceived level of the partner’s cooperativeness.
It begins neutrally, requesting the partner’s preferences, reacts with a cooperative
negotiation move if it believes the partner is cooperative, and non-cooperatively if
the partner’s actions are interpreted as unconditionally non-cooperative, see [23].
The system reasons about the overall state of the negotiation task, and attempts to
identify the best negotiation move for the next action. The DM computes (1) the system’s counter-move, and (2) feedback sharing the system’s beliefs about the user’s
preferences and the user’s negotiation strategy. Additionally, the DM takes care of
actions concerning contact and social obligations management, as well as elaborate
recovery and error handling actions.
The system includes Fusion and Fission components. The Fusion module currently fuses interpretations from two modules obtaining full semantic representations of user speech contributions. Given the dialogue acts provided by the Dialogue
Manager, Fission generates system responses splitting content into different modalities, such as Avatar and Voice (TTS) for negotiation actions, and visual feedback
for tutoring actions. The latter includes a representation of the negotiators’ current
cooperativeness, visualized by happy and sad face emoticons. At the end of each negotiation session, summative feedback is generated specifying the number of points
gained or lost for each partner, the number of negative agreements, and the Pareto
optimality of the reached agreements. This type of feedback accumulates across
multiple consecutive negotiation rounds.

4.3 User-based evaluation: perception vs performance
The VNC system was evaluated measuring usability in terms of effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction. Previous research suggests that there are differences in
perceived and actual performance [10]. Performance and perception scores are correlated, but they are different usability metrics and both need to be considered when
conducting quantitative usability studies. In our design, subjective perception of effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction were correlated with various performance
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metrics to assess their impact on the qualitative usability properties. We computed
bi-variate correlations to determine possible factors impacting user perception of
system usability and the derived performance metrics from logged and annotated
evaluation sessions.
The perceptive assessments come from the user satisfaction judgments on different aspects after interacting with the system. The questionnaire designed for this
purpose is, first, evaluated on internally consistency and reliability measuring Cronbach’s alpha. The internal consistency of the factors (dimensions) were: (1) overall
reaction, alpha=0.71; (2) perceived effectiveness, alpha=0.74; (3) system capabilities, alpha=0.73; (4) learnability, alpha=0.72; (5) visuals and animacy, alpha=0.75;
and (6) real-time feedback, alpha=0.82. All alpha values were > 0.7, so we can conclude that all factors have sufficient internal consistency reliability.
As part of the user-based evaluation, users were asked to provide an overall rating
of the system that they interacted with using six bipolar negative-positive adjective
pairs such as frustrating-satisfying, difficult-easy, inefficient-efficient, unnaturalnatural, rigid-flexible and useless-useful rated on 5-points Likert scales. Correlations between the mean overall satisfaction (3.64) and each of the other factors was
measured as follows: effectiveness, r = .79; system capabilities, r = .59; learnability, r = .87; visuals and animacy, r = .76; and feedback, r = .48. Thus, users appreciate when the system effectively meets their goals and expectations and supports
them in completing their tasks, is easy to learn how to interact with and offers flexible input and output processing and generation in multiple modalities.
As performance metrics, system and user performance related to task completion rate5 and its quality6 were computed. We also compared system negotiation
performance with human performance on the number of agreements reached, the
ability to find Pareto optimal outcomes, the degree of cooperativeness, and the number of negative outcomes7 . It was found that participants reached a lower number
of agreements when negotiating with the system than when negotiating with each
other, 66% vs 78%. Participants made a similar number of Pareto optimal agreements (about 60%). Human participants show a higher level of cooperativity when
interacting with the system, i.e. 51% of the actions are perceived as cooperative. This
may mean that humans were more competitive when interacting with each other. A
lower number of negative deals was observed for human-agent pairs, 21% vs 16%.
Users perceived their interaction with the system as effective when they managed to
complete their tasks successfully reaching Pareto optimal agreements by performing
cooperative actions but avoiding excessive concessions. No significant differences in
this respect were observed between human-human and human-system interactions.
5

We consider the overall negotiation task as completed if parties agreed on all four issues or
parties came to the conclusion that it is impossible to reach any agreement.
6 Overall task quality was computed in terms of number of reward points the trainee gets at the end
of each negotiation round and summing up over multiple repeated rounds; and Pareto optimality
(see footnote 5).
7 We considered negative deals as flawed negotiation action, i.e. the sum of all reached agreements
resulted in an overall negative value, meaning that the trainee made too many concessions and
selected mostly dispreferred bright ‘orange’ options (see Figure 1).
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As for efficiency, we assessed temporal and duration dialogue parameters, e.g.
time elapsed and number of system and/or user turns to complete the task (or subtask) and the interaction as a whole. We also measured the system response time,
the silence duration after the user completed his utterance and before the system responded. Weak negative correlation effects have been found between user perceived
efficiency and system response delay, meaning that users found the system reaction and the interaction pace too slow. Dialogue quality is often assessed measuring
word and sentence error rates [1, 2] and turn correction ratio [11]. Many designers
noticed that what contributes to the perceived system quality is not so much how
many errors the system makes, but rather the system’s ability to recognize errors
and recover from them. Users value if they can easily identify and recover from
their own mistakes. All system’s processing results were visualized to the user in a
separate window, which contributes to the system observability. System’s and user’s
applied repair and recovery strategies are evaluated by two expert annotators and
agreement was measured in terms of kappa. Repairs were estimated as the number
of corrected segments, recoveries as the number of regained utterances which were
partially failed at recognition and understanding, see also [11]. While most annotators agreed that repair strategies were applied adequately, longer dialogue sessions
due to frequent clarifications seem to be undesirable.
The VNC is evaluated to be relatively easy to interact with (4.2 Likert points).
However, users found an instruction round with a human tutor prior to the interaction useful. Most users were confident enough to interact with the system on their
own, some of them however found the system too complex and experienced difficulties in understanding certain concepts/actions. A performance metric which was
found to negatively correlate with system learnability is user response delay, the
silence duration after the system completed its utterance and the user proposed relevant dialogue continuation. Nevertheless, the vast majority of users learned how
to interact with the system and complete their tasks successfully in the consecutive
rounds. We observed a steady decline in user response delays from round to round.8
Users appreciated the system’s flexibility. The system offered the option to select
continuation task actions using a graphical interface on a tablet in case the system
processing failed entirely. The use of concurrent multiple modalities was positively
evaluated by the users. It was always possible for users to take initiative in starting,
continuing and wrapping up the interaction, or leave these decisions to the system.
At each point of interaction, both the user and the system were able to re-negotiate
any previously made agreement.9
As overall satisfaction, the interaction was judged to be satisfying, rather reliable
and useful, however, less natural (2.76 Likert points). The latter is largely attributed
to rather tedious multimodal generation and poor avatar performance. System ac-

8

For now, this is only the general observation and the metric will be taken into consideration in
future test-retest experiments.
9 Performance metrics related to initiative and task substituitivity aspects and their impact on the
perceived usability will be an issue for future research.
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Table 1 Summary of evaluation metrics and obtained results in terms of correlations between
subjective perceived system properties and actions, and objective performance metrics. (R stands
for Pearson coefficient; * = statistically significant (p < .05)
Usability metric
effectiveness
(task completeness)

Perception
Assessment

Performance
Metric/parameter
Task completion rate5 ; in %

mean rating score
effectiveness
Reward points6 ; mean, max.10
4.08
effectiveness
User’s Action Error Rate (UAER, in %)7
(task quality)
Pareto optimality6 ; mean, between 0 and 1
Cooperativeness rate; mean, in %
System Response Delay (SRD); mean, in ms
mean rating score Interaction pace; utterance/min
efficiency
efficiency (overall)
Dialogue duration; in min
4.28
Dialogue duration
average, in number of turns
efficiency (learnability)
3.3 (mean)
User Response Delay (URD); mean, in ms
System Recovery Strategies (SRS)
correctly activated (Cohen’s κ)
efficiency (robustness)
3.2 (mean)
User Recovery Strategies (URS)
correctly recognized (Cohen’s κ)
Proportion spoken/on-screen actions
efficiency (flexibility)
3.8 (mean)
mean, in % per dialogue
ASR Word Error rate; WER, in %
Negotiation moves recognition
accuracy, in %
aggregated
Dialogue Act Recognition; accuracy, in %
per user
satisfaction (overall)
Correct responses (CR)11
ranging between
relative frequency, in %
40 and 78
Appropriate responses (AR)10
relative frequency, in %

R

Value
66.0

.86*

5.2
16.0
0.86
51.0
243
9.98
9:37

.19
.27*
.28*
.39*
-.16
-.18
-.21

56.2
267

-.35*
-.34*

0.89

.48*

0.87

.45*

4.3
22.5

.67*
-.29*

65.3
87.8

.39*
.44*

57.6

.43*

42.4

.29*

tions were judged by expert annotators as appropriate10 , correct11 and easy to interpret. Other module-specific parameters reflecting widely used metrics computed
by comparing system performance with reference annotations were various types of
error rates, accuracy, and κ scores measuring agreement between the system performance and human annotations of the evaluation sessions. Recognition and interpretation mistakes turned out to have moderate negative effects on the user satisfaction.
Table 1 summarizes the results.
Satisfaction questionnaires were constructed in such a way that, along with overall user satisfaction, we could also evaluate the system’s tutoring performance. Participants indicated that system feedback was valuable and supportive. However, they
expected more visual real-time feedback and more explicit summative feedback on
their learning progress. Most respondents think that the system presents an interesting application for skills training and would use it as a part of their training routine.

10

System action is appropriate given the context if it introduces or continues a repair strategy.
System action is considered as correct if it addresses the user’s actions as intended and expected.
These actions exclude recovery actions and error handling.
11
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5 Conclusions and future research
We have presented an approach to multimodal dialogue system evaluation according to the available ISO standards on usability and qualitative metrics for effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction. A prototype questionnaire was designed, based on
established measures and best practices for the usability evaluation of interactive
systems and interfaces. Potential questionnaire items were rated by respondents.
Eight factors were selected as having a major impact on the perceived usability of
a multimodal dialogue system and related to task success, task quality, robustness,
learnability, flexibility, likeability, ease of use and usefulness (value). Performance
metrics were either automatically derived from logfiles or computed using reference
annotations. Perception and performance were correlated to be able to quantify usability. It was observed that the overall system usability is determined most by the
user satisfaction with the task quality, by the robustness and flexibility of the interaction, and by the quality of system responses.
Further efforts will be directed at refining performance metrics and computing
advanced performance parameters. We are investigating the ways to better understand and use data coming from modern tracking and sensing devices to determine
the affective state of the user. In particular, continuous and non-intrusive monitoring and assessment of the level of user’s motivation and engagement, which seems
feasible nowadays, will allow optimising the system functional efficiency boosting
user acceptance and satisfaction.
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Appendix
Usability Perception Questionnaire: multimodal dialogue system
1. Overall reaction to the system
1
2
3
frustrating
difficult
inefficient
unnatural
rigid
unreliable
useless
2. Task effectiveness
I was successful in completion of all my tasks
never
To complete tasks was
difficult
I knew what to do at each point of interaction
never
System support in task completion was
unhelpful
3. System capabilities
Interaction with the system was
too slow
System performance was mostly
unreliable
System recovered from mistakes
never
Correcting mistakes was mostly
difficult
System informed me about what it is doing
never
System’s behaviour was mostly
rigid
4. Learnability
Learning how to interact with the system
difficult
Navigation through tasks
confusing
Exploring new features was
difficult
Remembering rules and commands was
difficult
System help was
inadequate
5. Visuals, displays and animacy
Embodied characters were
artificial
Use of multiple input modalities was mostly
useless
Position of messages on screen was
confusing
Amount of information on screen was
distracting
Sequences of screens were
inconsistent
6. Online help and real-time feedback
useless
distracting
excessive
delayed
abrupt

4

5
satisfying
easy
efficient
natural
flexible
reliable
useful

always
easy
always
helpful

fast enough
reliable
always
easy
always
flexible

easy
clear
easy
easy
adequate

human-like
useful
clear
supportive
coherent
useful
supportive
sufficient
timely
as expected

